
„The $2 Million Shark“ Effect: 
Re-telling the Cruise Story and Restoring the 
Sector‘s Image 
(Cuxhavener Kreuzfahrtforum, 16. Jun 2022)
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Tourism is a ‘Value-Multiplier’:
It adds Value to Marine Resources by Story-telling!  

Vianna, G., Meekan, M., Pannell, D., Marsh, S., & Meeuwig, J. (n.d.). Wanted Dead or Alive: The Relative Value of Reef Sharks as a Fishery 
and an Ecotourism Asset in Palau. 41.
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For the island nation of Palau, 

sharks are worth much 
more alive than dead. A 

study by the Australian Institute of 
Marine Science (AIMS) has found 

that one reef shark during 
its full life is worth $1.9 
million to Palau in 
tourism revenue. Sold for 

consumption the shark is worth 
around $108. In this case a shark 

is worth a stunning 17,000 
times more alive than dead.
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“Storytelling in the tourism
industry is, however, more than 

marketing a company or a brand. As an 

experience-based industry, 

tourists are not simply purchasing a 
product or service as they are seeking 

novel experiences and hedonic benefits”*
* Mei, X. Y., Hågensen, A.-M. S., & Kristiansen, H. S. (2020). Storytelling through 
experiencescape: Creating unique stories and extraordinary experiences in farm 
tourism. Tourism and Hospitality Research, 20(1), 93–104. 
https://doi.org/10.1177/1467358418813410
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The ‘Cruise Storyboard’:
From ‘Hero to Zero’…
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Joseph Campbell’s ‘Monomyth’ (1968) – The Story of Storytelling
Is the Cruise Industry the Hero or the Villain? 

17.06.2022

•Young hero

•Call to adventure comes

•Good intentions (fame, fortune or 
glory)

SEPARATION

•An entity / event will help the hero but 
it is a tainted gift

•Young hero makes a bad choice

•Trials and Tribulations:  Hero tries 
desperately to stay in the right path, 
but spirals downward

•The hero is defeated

MUTILATION

•Dark mentor (wrong advice)

•Abandonment from Friends, 
followers and mentors

•Embracing the Darkness

•Imposition of Will 

FALSE 
TRUTH

•Enter True Hero (reveals false truth)

•Attempted Seduction (of True Hero)

•Battle the Hero

•Destruction / Redemption

FALL

•Call for adventure

•Call Refusal

•Aid / Mentor SEPARATION

•Road of Trials

•New Allies and Enemies

•Temptation
INITIATION

•Revelation / Atonement

•Inspiration

•Victory vs. Villain

•Refusal to Return

TRANSFOR-
MATION

•Rescue (New Aids & Friends)

•Mastery (Questor -> Mentor)

•Freedom and Safety

RETURN

* Campbell, J. (1949/1968). The Hero with a Thousand Faces. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press.

From ‘Niche’ to ‘Growth’
From ‘Tradition’ to 

‘Modern’ 

Sustainability
CSR

Public Image

COVID19 and the ‘New 
Normal’

…  To be Continued…

The ‘Hero’s Story’ The ‘Villain’s Story’The ‘Cruise Story’
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What was the ‘Story’ Cruise Tourism told before…  and during 
the Pandemic?

Who tells and 
who listens to 

the ‘story’?

What is the 
‘story’ about?

Who wants to 
be part of this 

‘story’?

17.06.2022

• Growth?
• Economic Impacts?
• ‘Not as Bad as Others’
• ‘Story?!  What Story?’

• Press?
• Critics?
• Associations?
• Institutions?
• Public?
• PR Departments?

• Customers (Current and future)?
• Partners and Associates?
• Own staff (Current and future)?

YOU?
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VILLAINS

FALL…

… EVEN THOUGH WE
ARE NOT THAT BAD AND
OTHERS ARE WORSE!

AndOK
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A ‘Tale of Hedonism’: “Tell me how you travel and I will tell you 
who you are”  
Modern (Cruise) Tourists distance themselves from Consumerism!

•Maxims of the Supertraveller Mindset:

•“We want genuine brands that actually care about us and the communities that they 
impact.”

•“We want to come back to our ordinary worlds feeling transformed and inspired.”

•“We want the human element back in an otherwise commoditized and impersonal 
experience.”

Bujarski, L. (n.d.). The Supertraveler Manifesto. Retrieved 10 June 2022, from http://www.skift.com/supertraveler-
manifesto

•“The full potential of tourism lies in providing experiences that transform and give 
meaning to the lives of the people.” (p.146)

•“Reviews of marketing material would help analyse how the industry markets its 
products in terms of their transformative power.” (p.146)

Robledo, M. A., & Batle, J. (2017). Transformational tourism as a hero’s journey. Current Issues in Tourism, 20(16), 
1736–1748. https://doi.org/10.1080/13683500.2015.1054270

•“Rising concerns about climate change, overtourism, declining employment and labour
conditions and resource degradation have all highlighted the inadequacy of the current 
capitalist system in addressing the failures of mass tourism. Now, under COVID-19, 
there are calls for tourism to move beyond ‘business as usual’ and to find a pathway 
to regenerative tourism.” (p. 504)

Cave, J., & Dredge, D. (2020). Regenerative tourism needs diverse economic practices. Tourism Geographies, 
22(3), 503–513. https://doi.org/10.1080/14616688.2020.1768434

•“Regenerative tourism focuses its interventions on building the capacity of whole 
systems for regeneration, rather than managing social-ecological impacts whilst 
ultimately pursuing infinite economic growth.” (p.10)

Bellato, L., Frantzeskaki, N., & Nygaard, C. A. (2022). Regenerative tourism: A conceptual framework leveraging
theory and practice. Tourism Geographies, 1–21. https://doi.org/10.1080/14616688.2022.2044376
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“The Hero’s Journey”: 
Story-Telling of a 
Transformational 

Experience

Transformational 
experiences give 

meaning to the lives of 
people

“New Sustainability” is 
more than 

Conservation…  It is 
also Regeneration!

Adding socio-ecological 
value locally!
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A ‘Tale of Overtourism and the plight of the Global South’:
A Meta Analysis of the Economic Impact of Cruises on Destinations

* Chen, J. M., Petrick, J. F., Papathanassis, A., & Li, X. (2019). A meta-analysis of the direct economic impacts of cruise tourism on port 
communities. Tourism Management Perspectives, 31, 209–218. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tmp.2019.05.005
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: Quantitative data extracted and coded 

from:

• 17 Scientific Journal Papers

• 4 Conference Papers / Working Papers

• 9 Industry Reports (e.g. CLIA, BREA)
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: INDEPENDENT VARIABLES:

• Cruise line expenditures

• Number of cruise line calls 

• Cruise passenger length of stay

• Cruise passenger expenditures 

• Number of cruise passengers

• Crew expenditures

• Number of crew members

DEPENDENT VARIABLE:

• Direct economic impacts on port communities 

Cruise calls and 
average expenditure 

per passenger 

Visitor numbers 

Length of stay 
 The cruise 

company 
matters

The general degree of 
economic development 

Economic Impact of Cruise 
Tourism

10% Increase on pax expenditure at port = 
8% Increase in Direct Economic Benefits 

Compared to US and EU ports: The direct 
economic impact of cruising on ports was 
37% lower for the Caribbean and 26% 
lower for the emerging market ports.

10% Increase on the time spent at port = 
2.4% Increase in Direct Economic Benefits 
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A ‘Tale of Work Un-Ethic’:  “Working for a making living vs. Work 
as life in the making!”
Attracting Young Talents and ‘Falling out of Love with Tourism’

Papathanassis, A. (2021). Cruise tourism ‘brain drain’: Exploring the role of personality traits, educational experience and career choice
attributes. Current Issues in Tourism, 24(14), 2028–2043. https://doi.org/10.1080/13683500.2020.1816930
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The Problem:
“In fact, there are already signs that the industry
is facing (skilled und semi-skilled) labour
shortages…  A study of 160 cruise tourism degree 
alumni (graduating between 2003 and 2010) 
conducted in 2015 (Milde & Gebhardt, 2015), 

revealed that while 71.3% were satisfied 
with their degree choice, only 19.1% 
were working in the cruise-sector and 
only 15.9% in other tourism-areas “ 

https://doi.org/10.1080/13683500.2020.1816930
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Career Choice Attributes and Career Intention:
“Being paid to travel the world and getting stripes along the way” Story is insufficient!

Papathanassis, A. (2021). Cruise tourism ‘brain drain’: Exploring the role of personality traits, educational experience and career choice
attributes. Current Issues in Tourism, 24(14), 2028–2043. https://doi.org/10.1080/13683500.2020.1816930
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“Coming to the rest, non-personality-related factors, our 
findings do not support the career expectation stereotypes of 

the younger hospitality-student generation. Rather than 
focusing their decision on short term 
employment-focused aspects such as: ‘work 

conditions’, ‘work-life balance’ and ‘career-prospects’, they 
place particular emphasis on longer-term 
and somewhat idealistic considerations. 

‘reputation / sector image’, ‘sector growth’ and ‘opportunity to 
travel / cultural enrichment’ emerged as the most important 
aspects predicting an intention to pursue a career in cruise 
tourism. This has considerable implications for the cruise 
sector, as the sector’s current recruitment narrative may prove 
insufficient to compensate for the negative publicity regarding 

sustainability and corporate social responsibility: ‘Being 
paid to travel the world and getting stripes 
along the way’ may not be enough to 
attract – not mentioning retain – young 
talents in the near future.” (p.2038-2039)

https://doi.org/10.1080/13683500.2020.1816930
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The ‘Hero C.A.L.L.’:  
From ‘COVID Ground Zero’ to ‘Cruise Hero’

“We Care!”

•‘New Sustainability’ 
Value (Beyond 
Conservation) 

•‘Sharing (Success) is 
Caring’: Guests, staff, 
partners and wider 
community

•‘Shed past guilt’ (3R):  
Regret, React, Re-
assure 

“We Act!”

•Locally (Community-
Level)

•Proactively (Pre-
condition to ‘Care’)

•Socio-ecological value 
(beyond Emission-
reduction)

“We Leverage”

•Concrete actions in the 
– near – present

•Volunteering (vs. 
Entertaining)

•Sponsoring (vs. 
Donating)

•Personnel 
Development (vs. 
Recruiting)

“We Learn!’

•“Gratis Consultants”: 
Embrace and learn 
from critics

•“Public Relations”:  Let 
the ‘public’ define your 
‘relations’ 
(Transparency / 
Openness / Genuine 
Communication)

* Parekh, D. (n.d.). Council Post: How You Can Be A Business World Hero. Forbes. Retrieved 14 June 2022, from 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescoachescouncil/2020/01/29/how-you-can-be-a-business-world-hero/
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“So, let’s assume that you are great at what you do. The 
next step to being perceived as a hero is to have the 

desire to help people with your success.”*

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescoachescouncil/2020/01/29/how-you-can-be-a-business-world-hero/
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HEROES

TO OUR CUSTOMERS,
PARTNERS AND CREWS,
MAKING THE WORLD A
BETTER PLACE!

AndMore
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